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Abstract
Adaptive radiotherapy has been introduced to manage an individual's treatment by, including patient-specific treatment variation identified and quantified during the course of radiotherapy in the treatment planning and delivering optimization. Early studies have demonstrated that this technique could significantly improve the therapeutic ratio by safely reducing the large target margin that has to be used in conventional radiotherapy for prostate cancer treatment. Clinical application of off-line image-guided adaptive radiotherapy for prostate cancer has demonstrated encouraging clinical outcome. Long-term clinical follow-up has shown significant improvement in terms of tumor control and low toxicity profile, emphasizing the beneficial effect of image-guidance and adaptive treatment. Continuous development in adaptive radiotherapy has made possible additional increases in target dose by further reducing target margin when using online image-guided adaptive intensity-modulated radiation therapy. However, clinical implementation of new techniques should be explored cautiously and should include a comprehensive management strategy to address uncertainties in target definition and delineation in the preclinical implementation studies.

1. Introduction
Conformal radiation therapy (CRT) and intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) are used routinely in prostate cancer radiation treatment in an effort to maximize the therapeutic ratio. The success of these techniques relies on the accurate delivery of radiation dose. However, treatment optimization is limited by variation in delivered dose caused by errors in patient treatment positioning, inter-treatment, and intra-treatment variation of organ position, size, and shape. Clinical studies [1, 2] have shown the negative consequences in terms of target coverage and clinical outcome of using CRT or IMRT without properly accounting for patient and organ variations during the course of radiotherapy. The conventional method to compensate for variations in treatment position and internal organ motion typically involves adding a large margin around the target, thereby increasing the treatment volume and consequently increasing normal organ toxicity while limiting the tumor dose.

Adaptive radiotherapy has been introduced to either reduce or compensate for the effect of patient-specific treatment variation measured during the course of radiotherapy [3]. To understand and promote clinical implementation of adaptive radiotherapy for prostate cancer, this article will review the existing adaptive techniques, as well as the corresponding clinical trials and treatment outcome. In addition, recent advances in adaptive radiotherapy techniques enabled by new technologies in imaging, planning, and delivery will be also overviewed and discussed.
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2. Conventional Management of Treatment Position Variation

A major source of treatment position uncertainty is the variation in the daily setup of the patient. A common practice to minimize setup error is weekly evaluation of port film. This has been shown to be insufficient.4 The use of immobilization devices is also common and should, in theory, enhance the reproducibility of daily patient setup. However, studies of their effectiveness for patient treated on thoracic and abdominal regions have produced variable results [5-8].

Two approaches to either compensate for or reduce the magnitude of patient setup errors have been developed in previous studies. The first approach incorporates generic setup errors, characterized from measurements made on the patient population and incorporated into the initial treatment planning through a target margin [9-12]. The second approach uses a decision rule for setup adjustments to reduce the magnitude of setup error and to minimize the frequency of patient repositioning [13-16]. The decision rule approach requires more frequent portal imaging and complements the use of electronic portal imaging devices. However, the setup adjustment is not incorporated into treatment planning, and potential changes in the dose delivered to the individual patient are not considered. More importantly, both approaches employ average values derived from population studies in the target margin design; therefore, the opportunity to optimize the individual's treatment is not exploited.

The other major source of treatment position uncertainty in prostate cancer radiotherapy is internal organ variation in position, shape, and size. Inter-and intra-treatment variations of prostate and seminal vesicles in position and shapes have been traditionally compensated for by adding generic margins to the clinical target volume (CTV) at the time of pretreatment planning. The proper margin to be added to the CTV has been a matter of debate. Although some reports recommended that about 10-mm margin in the anterior– posterior direction to cover 95% of the uncertainty in setup and organ motion [17], other studies suggested that margins over 10 mm should be added to CTV, especially if extra-capsular invasion was suspected [18]. Dearnaley et al reported the results of a randomized trial of 2 radiation dose levels (conventional and high-dose) and 2 margins, 10 or 15 mm, around the CTV. Their data demonstrated equivalent tumor control achieved using either 10-mm margin or 15-mm margin, suggesting that a 10-mm margin may be sufficient for CRT.19 However, as has been pointed out,20 the consequence of target under-dose as a result of treatment position variation in a relatively small group of patients (10%-20%) cannot likely be evaluated using the actual clinical outcome data unless under-dosing is severe for most patients. Therefore, the appropriateness of a generic planning target margin, although a very important clinical quality assurance issue, may not be testable with existing clinical data or using a clinical trial.

De Crevoisier et al [1] demonstrated the risks of under-dosing the target with dramatic consequences in terms of biochemical control (BC) and local failure of prostate cancer patients treated with definitive CRT. The patients were positioned according to skin tattoos and bony landmarks on weekly portal films. The hypothesis of their study was that if the rectum was distended on planning computed tomography (CT), there was a high probability that it would be less distended during the treatment course and therefore the target (prostate) would shift to posterior on average, relative to the planning CT position. The result would be target under-dosing and a relative larger sparing of rectal wall, leading to decreased biochemical and/or local control as well as improved rectal toxicity. Indeed, patients with distended rectums on planning CT showed almost 30% decrease in their BC at 5 years and the reduction was even higher for intermediate-and high-risk patients. Likewise, there was a significant lower incidence of grade 2 rectal bleeding in the group of patients with a distended rectum on planning CT because of the inclusion of less rectal volume on average
in the high-dose region during the treatment course. The negative effect on biochemical and
local control of the planning CT rectal distension status was confirmed in a Dutch study
reported by Heemsbergen et al. [2]. They found a reduction of 20% in the freedom from
failure rate in a subgroup of patients with larger ano-rectal volumes. These 2 studies
underline not only the negative impact on target dosimetric coverage, if treatment planning
is performed on a single CT image set that may not be representative for the patient internal
anatomy throughout the treatment course, but also the significant detrimental effect on
clinical outcome.

In summary, the use of ≥10 mm generic margin would deliver large doses to the organs at
risk, resulting in increased toxicity and limiting the potential for dose-escalation with CRT
or IMRT. Nevertheless, the large generic target margin cannot be safely reduced using the
conventional managements for prostate cancer radiotherapy.


In the mid-1990s, an off-line adaptive process was developed to minimize the deleterious
effects of treatment position uncertainty on each individual patient treatment.21-23 A
process (Fig. 1) was implemented in which the treatment plan of the individual patient was
adaptively modified part way through the treatment, on the basis of time course of setup
variation measured by daily portal images and internal organ motion captured by serial CT
measurements.22 The treatment was initiated with a conventional 4-field CRT technique for
the first 5 fractions. Online portal imaging and off-line CT scans were obtained for each of
the first 4 treatment days. Portal images were analyzed to evaluate patient-specific
systematic and random setup errors based on bony anatomical landmarks. The target
(prostate ± seminal vesicles) was contoured on the serial CT images that were previously
registered based on bony anatomy to the planning CT image, to determine the target motion
or deformation. A new patient-specific planning target volume (PTV) was constructed,
which eliminated the systematic variation and compensated for individual random variation
estimated using all the measurements obtained during the previous treatments. Statistic
confidence and achievable tolerance of using patient-specific PTV in treatment has been
evaluated (Fig. 2) and reported in an early publication [22]. The expected number of
treatment CT scans used in the PTV construction was predetermined before the clinical
implementation. By taking advantage of the computer-controlled multi-leaf collimator
(MLC), a second, modified treatment plan was calculated and implemented by adjusting the
beam aperture or intensity through the inverse planning, and selecting a proper prescription
dose level simultaneously for the remaining CRT or IMRT treatments. The prescription dose
of the individual patient was selected, with respect to the low-, intermediate-, or high-risk of
prostate cancer, on the basis of predefined rectal wall and bladder dose or volume
constraints. A follow-up study23 on this adaptive process demonstrated that the prescription
dose level for the majority of the patients could be increased up to 10% (mean = 5%) or
1.8-7.2 Gy (mean = 3.6 Gy), when compared with the conventional CRT treatment process.
That level could be further increased to 5%-15% (mean = 7.5%) or 3.2-10.8 Gy (mean = 5.4
Gy), when the IMRT delivery was used in the adaptive process. Figure 3 shows the
distributions of prescription dose for the patients treated using either a 4-field CRT or a 5-
beam IMRT in the off-line adaptive process. The study also indicated that at least 10% of
patients could have had potential target miss when treated in the conventional treatment
process. An update on 263 patients treated with the adaptive process showed that only 12 of
263 patients or 4.6% had a portion of their seminal vesicles missed and 5 of 263 patients or
1.9% had a portion of their prostate missed [24]. Wloch et al. [24] recently reported a
quantitative evaluation of quality control in 1017 patients treated with this adaptive process.
Only 96 patients (9.4%) required a second modification of the MLC configuration, including
63 corrections of the residual systematic error in one single direction. In addition, only 5 of
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1017 patients required re-adjustment of the target margins due to a larger random setup error.

A different approach of adaptive radiotherapy has been undertaken by the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI). Hoogeman et al. [25] used CT data to evaluate an adaptive offline procedure that calculated both an average prostate position and rectum shape based on the planning CT and the first 4 repeat CT scans. Using this methodology, the systematic variation in the position and shape of the rectal wall was also considered in the adaptive planning modification. In a follow-up study, the NKI team was able to demonstrate a PTV margin reduction from 10 to 7 mm without compromising target coverage and in the same time, reducing the rectal wall dose by about 30%. Recently, Nijkamp et al. [27] published the first clinical results of the NKI adaptive protocol. They used weekly cone-beam CT images rather than conventional CT scans as basis for their off-line adaptive strategy. Specific dietary instructions and mild laxatives were recommended to keep the rectum empty thus minimizing rectal and target inter-fraction and intra-fraction motion. A total of 20 prostate cancer patients were included in the study. An average PTV reduction of 29% was achieved. The volume of the average rectal wall that received >65 Gy was reduced by 19%.

The recent development in off-line adaptive radiotherapy is the adaptive inverse planning [28-31]. By including the delivered dose and the variation of organs of interest directly in the planning objective function, the dose distribution accomplished in the adaptive inverse planning is optimized for the remaining treatments. A retrospective study [32] on prostate cancer patients with multiple daily CT scans has shown that 10% gain in therapeutic ratio could be achieved with respect to conventional inverse planning when the adaptive inverse planning with a single planning modification was applied after the first week of the treatment. In addition, Birkner et al. [28] demonstrated that the single modification was comparable to the multiple modifications with respect to the final treatment dose distribution. To date, adaptive inverse planning for off-line plan modification has not been implemented routinely in the clinic because of the unreliability of CT image based deformable organ registration. Baum et al. [31] suggested an alternative approach that performs adaptive inverse planning using coverage probability, instead of using the organ sub-volume variation distribution determined using deformable organ registration. On the basis of their study, using coverage probability in the adaptive inverse planning could achieve comparable results to those achieved by using the organ sub-volume variation distribution.

4. Clinical Outcome of Off-Line Image-Guided Adaptive Radiotherapy

Clinical results on the off-line adaptive treatment have been reported by the Beaumont group [33-39]. The effect and tremendous gain in BC from dose escalation enabled by high precision and accurate radiotherapy shown in Fig. 4 reflects the continuum improvement on BC of 3064 prostate cancer patients in a single clinic treated during the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) era [38]. Patients with stage T1-3 N0 M0 prostate cancer were treated with either low dose external beam radiotherapy with median of 66.6 Gy (n = 1199 patients), high dose adaptive CRT or IMRT with a median of 79.6 Gy (n = 1024 patients), or high dose brachytherapy with or without external beam radiotherapy (n = 841 patients). BC was scored according to the Phoenix definition. The 5-year BC was 51% for patients treated in 1987-1990, 62% for 1991-1995, 83% for 1996-2000, and 90% for 2001-2005 (p < .01). The 5-year clinical failure rate as reported was 24% for patients treated in 1987-1990, 14% for 1991-1995, 4% for 1996-2000, and 2% for 2001-2005 (p < .01). Similar findings were noted for improved overall and cause-specific survival. Although the follow-up for patients treated
by the offline adaptive CRT or IMRT during 2001-2005 was shorter, the trend of BC improvement was significant.

In one of their latest report [39], they evaluated the acute and chronic toxicity of 642 patients treated in the adaptive process with a minimum follow-up of 4 years. For each the patients, a prescription dose level were selected within the range of 70.2-79.2 Gy to the patient-specific PTV or 74-84 Gy to the isocenter based on rectal wall and bladder dose-volume histograms (DVHs) constraints. The treatment was delivered with 4-field CRT before the end of 2003 and 5-beams IMRT thereafter. The toxicities observed were similar within the various dose levels used and equal or lower to those reported by other institutions that have been dose escalating.40-42 Nonetheless, the prostate gland doses selected by the adaptive process were on the high end of the spectrum with isocenter International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements doses in the range of 74-84 Gy. Tables 1 and 2 show the grade 2 and grade 3 chronic toxicities of these patients stratified by the dose levels in low (70.2-72 Gy), intermediate (72-75.6 Gy), and high dose (75.6-79.2). Most common grade 2 genitourinary (GU) and gastrointestinal (GI) chronic toxicities were urinary frequency or urgency, rectal bleeding, and proctitis; however, the occurrence of these side-effects were low compared with other dose escalation series. Grade 3 toxicities, mostly urinary retention and rectal bleeding were also infrequent, generally below 5%. Most importantly, in this large cohort of patients, there were no statistically significant differences between the chronic toxicity profiles across the 3 dose levels, confirming the preliminary results and demonstrating that high prescription doses can be safely delivered to the prostate using the off-line adaptive process. In addition, the low rectal and bladder chronic toxicity rates reflected primarily the DVH constraints cutoffs used rather than the actual treatment dose levels. Therefore, these results demonstrate that the margin reduction achieved with the adaptive process, with the corresponding improvement in accuracy and precision of dose delivery, has resulted in significant dose escalation while maintaining low genitourinary and gastrointestinal isotoxicity levels.

The off-line adaptive treatment with IMRT shows extra clinical benefit. Martinez et al37 compared the adaptive CRT technique (556 patients) with the adaptive IMRT technique (172 patients) applied in the adaptive process. Table 3 shows the results with the median follow-up 4.3 vs 2.2 years for the adaptive CRT and the adaptive IMRT groups, respectively (p < .01). The adaptive CRT patients experienced significantly higher acute grade ≥2 urinary retention (7% vs 2% for the adaptive IMRT, p = .03) as well as higher acute grade ≥2 rectal pain or tenesmus (19% vs 5% for the adaptive IMRT, p < .01). Chronic genitourinary and GI toxicity were generally low in both groups. However, 17 patients (3%) in the adaptive CRT group developed grade ≥2 chronic urinary retention vs only 1 patient (0.5%) in the adaptive IMRT group (p = .05). More importantly, 86 patients (16%) treated with the adaptive CRT developed grade ≥2 chronic rectal bleeding vs 6 patients (4%) in the adaptive IMRT group (p < .01). The median time to rectal bleeding was 1.0 year for the adaptive CRT vs 0.9 year for the adaptive IMRT. The actuarial 1, 2, and 3 year grade ≥2 chronic rectal bleeding was 6%, 17%, and 18% for the adaptive CRT vs 3%, 3%, and 5% for the adaptive IMRT, respectively (p < .01). Of significance was that there were more group II patients (intermediate/high-risk patients in whom the proximal 2 cm of seminal vesicles are treated, resulting in larger target volumes) treated with the adaptive IMRT 61% vs 51% for the adaptive CRT (p < .01) and yet the toxicity levels observed were lower with the adaptive IMRT.

The BC using the Phoenix definition was reported (Table 4) in a review of 844 patients treated with the adaptive process.39 There were significant survival outcome differences between group I (favorable-risk) and group II (intermediate- or high-risk) patients. This is an expected finding since these patients have a worse prognosis. The 5-year outcomes for
group II are very encouraging. In addition, stratifying these patients into 2 groups by their rectal volume manifested on the planning CT image, the BC, chronic GI toxicity and the rates of chronic grade ≥2 rectal bleeding were similar between the 2 groups thus underlining the significant reduction in target miss [43]. In contrast, this target miss has occurred, as reported before [1,2], because of the distended rectum on planning CT and brought great concern to the conventional management of prostate cancer radiotherapy.

In summary, off-line image-guided adaptive prostate radiotherapy has been implemented in a few clinics. So far, about 2000 patients have been successfully treated using this technique. With adequate follow-up, significant improvements in both normal tissue toxicity and tumor control have been reported, validating the adaptive process and therefore justifying the routine implementation of this technique in radiation oncology facilities.

5. Recent Advances in Online Image-Guided Adaptive Radiotherapy

Clinical implementation and development of adaptive radiotherapy for prostate cancer have been greatly promoted by onboard volumetric imaging technology, specifically the onboard cone beam CT (CBCT) technology [44,45]. Using onboard imaging, treatment target and the adjacent anatomy can be localized for a patient in the treatment position before treatment delivery and even simultaneously during the treatment delivery. This enables online correction and adaptive treatment in routine clinical operations. Letourneau et al. [46] evaluated the accuracy and precision of an online CBCT image guidance system, and demonstrated the system accuracy from CT simulation planning to beam delivery to be within 1 mm. However, the soft-tissue target registration error was large with the mean and the standard deviation -1.1 ± 2.9 mm in patient superior-inferior direction.

Online volumetric image-guided adaptive techniques have been fairly broad, including online re-planning through direct beam aperture modification for CRT [47] or MLC segment adjustment for IMRT [48], online inverse planning [49-51], hybrid online correction or off-line replanning [52,53], and full online adaptive inverse planning [54,55]. Online beam aperture modification adapts the field shape to the online measurement of prostate and seminal vesicle deformation, whereas MLC segment adjustment adapts the MLC segments to the geometrical changes of both target and critical organs manifested on the daily volumetric image. A recent study [56] shows that seminal vesicles move significantly more in comparison with the prostate. Consequently, 50% extra target margin is required in the online image-guided target localization and correction for the seminal vesicles, compared with the prostate. Online beam aperture or MLC segment modification improves target dose coverage compared with the online rigid body correction, which in principle is also a more reliable correction method in clinical practice, but is still limited in its clinical implementation because of the additional burden of treatment plan approval process.

Ghilezan et al [50] performed a benchmark study to assess the potential benefit of online inverse planning, and concluded that a target dose increase of 13% (SD = 9.7%), on average, could be achieved with online inverse planning based on the equal biologically equivalent dose of the rectal wall, and 53.3% (SD = 15.3%) based on the equal biologically equivalent dose of the bladder wall. However, the variation (SD = 9.7% or 15.3%) was fairly large among patients, 27% of patients had only minimal benefit (<5% of dose increment) from the online inverse planning and 32% had significant benefit (>15%-41% of dose increment). The online inverse planning results were confirmed by another recent study [51]. This study demonstrated that an extra 4% improvement in dose escalation could be achieved by the online inverse planning compared with the online target position correction alone. However, both techniques adapt the instant variation manifested on a CBCT image only, the effect of intra-treatment variation and the effect of dose variation delivered in the previous treatments...
are not considered. Justus et al [53] analyzed intra-treatment target motion of 22 patients treated in a clinical protocol of online CBCT image-guided radiotherapy and found that 77% (17 of 22) of patients had relatively small intra-fraction motion requiring 3 mm target margins in both anterior–posterior and superior–inferior directions, but 23% (5 of 22) of patients had relatively large motion requiring the target margins of 6 mm on both the directions. In addition, target margins were similar about 2 mm in the right–left direction for all patients. On the basis of the study, they proposed an online/off-line “hybrid” image guidance technique, where online target localization and position correction were performed daily, whereas the individual target margin would be modified using the intra-treatment measurements obtained during the first 4 fractions, and the pretreatment plan would be modified on the new patient-specific PTV for the rest of treatments. In fact, the most sophisticated online adaptive planning is the online adaptive inverse planning. Using both pre-and post-treatment volumetric images, online adaptive inverse planning technique [54] can be performed to include both the intra-treatment variation and the delivered dose variation, specifically in the normal organs, in the online inverse planning optimization. Using the advantage of relative position between rectal wall and target manifested on the daily image, daily dose per fraction can also be optimized in the adaptive planning optimization [57]. This technique was evaluated [55] in a small group of patients using multiple daily CT images. An additional 3% therapeutic improvement could be achieved compared with the online inverse planning technique.

New innovations in imaging and delivery technology will continue to improve and promote the online image guidance techniques. Current onboard CBCT imaging is suboptimal for online guidance of prostate cancer treatment due to poor soft tissue contrast. The onboard MRI machine [58] will potentially enhance the online image guidance capability and subsequently improve treatment accuracy. However, the continuous development of online techniques should not be limited to academic interest only; an ambitious and comprehensive approach should also be clinically justifiable. An immediate concern with respect to the reduction of target margin in online image guidance is the uncertainty in the target definition. Chao et al [59] reported a clinic-pathologic analysis of 371 radical prostatectomy specimens on extra-capsular extension (ECE). They found that more than 4 mm of ECE beyond the prostate capsule might exceed 20% in patients with a PSA ≥10 ng/mL and biopsy Gleason score ≥7. Applying no gross target volume (GTV)-to-CTV margin, as well as a very small PTV margin (1-3 mm), in the online image-guided treatment is thus questionable. A target with large ECE could be potentially missed during highly accurate delivery using online image guidance. Currently, noninvasive procedures and technologies to measure patient-specific ECE are lacking; the best technique to compensate for this uncertainty is to include a patient population-based ECE distribution in the target margin and dose escalation design. Because the best knowledge of ECE distribution is probabilistic in nature, the potential dose escalation through target margin reduction and the confidence of ECE margin becomes contradictory. Thus, an optimal compromise needs to be investigated before an ambitious approach of margin reduction is implemented.

6. Conclusions

A large target margin has been the traditional approach of accounting for treatment position variations in conventional radiotherapy. This has been one of the major limiting factors in the prostate cancer treatment using external beam radiation therapy. The planning target margin can be significantly reduced by systematically accounting for patient-specific variations. However, the management of patient-specific anatomical variation requires multiple measurements of patient anatomy accomplished by different image feedbacks. Among them, volumetric image feedback, (including both off-board conventional CT and onboard CBCT) has been most commonly used. The most effective method in image
feedback management of radiotherapy is the adaptive control methodology, with the aim to customize each patient’s treatment plan to patient-specific variation by evaluating, characterizing, and incorporating the systematic and random variations in the adaptive planning optimization. Long-term clinical follow-up has demonstrated encouraging results in terms of clinical outcome and toxicity profile, underlining the strong clinical effect of image guidance and adaptive treatment. Continuous development in adaptive radiotherapy has shown that an average increase in target dose of, 10% or higher through additional target margin reduction can be achieved with using online adaptive IMRT. However, clinical implementation of these new techniques should be explored cautiously and should include both uncertainties in target definition and delineation in the pre-implementation studies.
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Figure 1.
Flow chart depicting the off-line image guided adaptive radiation therapy process.
Figure 2.
Error bar indicates the mean and 1 standard deviation of maximum dose reduction for a given number of computed tomography measurements. The maximum dose reduction (% of Rx. dose) in the clinical target volume due to internal target motion when the patient specific target was applied was estimated considering the worst situation.
Figure 3.
Distribution of the prescription dose for the patients treated using either a 4-field conformal radiation therapy or a 5-beam intensity-modulated radiation therapy in the off-line adaptive process.
Figure 4.
Actuarial Phoenix Biochemical Control (nadir + 2 ng/mL).
Table 1

Grade 2 Chronic Toxicity by Dose Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose Level (Gy)</th>
<th>&gt;70.2 – &lt;72.0 (n = 109)</th>
<th>&gt;72.0 - &lt;75.6 (n = 301)</th>
<th>&gt;75.6 - &lt;79.2 (n = 232)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urinary incontinence</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary retention</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased frequency/urgency</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethral stricture</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematuria</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal pain/tenesmus</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal bleeding</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal ulceration</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal fistula</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proctitis</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal incontinence</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Grade 3 Chronic Toxicity by Dose Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose Level (Gy)</th>
<th>&gt;70.2 - &lt;72.0 (n = 109)</th>
<th>&gt;72.0 - &lt;75.6 (n = 301)</th>
<th>&gt;75.6 - &lt;79.2 (n = 232)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urinary incontinence</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary retention</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased freq/urgency</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethral stricture</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematuria</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal pain/tenesmus</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal bleeding</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal ulceration</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal fistula</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proctitis</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal incontinence</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Toxicity in 728 Patients Treated With Adaptive CRT/IMRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adaptive CRT</th>
<th>Adaptive IMRT</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acute</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU frequency/urgency</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysuria</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU incontinence</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary retention</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal pain/tenesmus</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU frequency/urgency</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary retention</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematuria</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethral stricture</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal pain/tenesmus</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal bleeding</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4

5-Year Actuarial Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All Patients (n = 642)</th>
<th>Group I (n = 342)</th>
<th>Group II (n = 300)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
<td>83.1%</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>